Bernstein's construction of pedagogic discourse 146 Bernstein introduces the fields for the production (primary), recontextualising and 147 reproduction (secondary) of pedagogic discourse and consequently discusses the 148 relationships between the three fields (how they can be linked to each other) and the rules 149 of the pedagogic device. The 'primary context' tends to be where the 'intellectual field' of 150 the education system originates. New ideas are selectively created, modified and 151 changed to result in developing specialised discourses. As Bernstein emphasises, this 152 field is concerned with the production of non-pedagogical knowledge rather than the 153 reproduction of educational discourse and its practice. The 'secondary context' entails the 154 selective reproduction of educational discourse involving various levels, such as tertiary 155 and secondary. The non-pedagogical contexts of the primary field undertake a 156 pedagogical form in the secondary field. In this paper schools and teachers occupy the each of the stipulated levels there can be some degree of specialisation of agencies. guidance on the curriculum to local education authorities and to schools (Clark, 1997) .
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Reference to the SCCC will be used throughout the paper, as it was the SCCC that was Bernstein's 'production-reproduction' sites will become evident in this paper by 196 illustrating that the SEB fulfilled the roles of 'producers' and 'reproducers' in relation to 197 HGPE.
199

Construction of Higher Grade Physical Education
200
The construction of HGPE involved a number of stages (Author, 2001; Niven, 1998a) . A 201 paper describing the outline proposals for HGPE was prepared and submitted by a 
Results and discussion
279
Without prompting to discuss particular issues on completion of the questionnaire, 280 teachers' comments primarily focussed on three areas. Firstly, the process that was 281 pursued in constructing HGPE and secondly, the consequent subject content that arose. worth of the subject matter taking second place (Kirk, 1988 The implication from this study is that the curriculum appears to be shaped in the 
